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1

:PTRODUCTION.

The question of trans-Atlantic flight is at this time

very much in the public mind. The difficulties of the attempt

have been forcibly called to attention by the protracted

disappearance of the Sopwith plane after its courageous start.

The success of one of our Navy-Curtiss flyingboats is quite

gratifying, and the experiences of the N-C-1 and N-C-3 at least

prove the value of being able to navigate on the surface of the

sea. Othervwse the N-C-3, which came into port under its own

power after weathering a storm for two days, would certainly have

been lost. But the destruction of the N-C-1, and the damage to the

N-C-3 by theseas, admittedly heavy, makes one skeptical of the

actual sea worthiness of ships of this type. It should be borne

in mind that none of the three boats were forced down by motor

trouble.

The preparations which are going forward at this time

for the trans-Atlantic flight are practically. one-chance spurts

with no idea of establishing air transportation. For air trans-

portation the design laid out in this thesis allows reasonable
margins for a non-stop flight of the 2000 miles from New Foundland

to Ireland. The problem is, of course, to carry sufficient fuel.

From present indications of contemporary dirigible

airship design, it cannot be imagined that the airplane will be

used for long-distance weight-carrying work between such

countries as England and the United States. Airships such as he

-1 ..................... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ___
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the R-34 and of the Zeppelin type are veritable ocean liners,

- having, for a given increase of size, a greater increase of

lifting capacity. However, this great carrier like the railroad

train is limited to fixed terminal stations, whereas the seaplane

though smaller is not imitedin choice of destination, much as

the motor truck, and, seaplanes of the trans-Atlantic type can be

of great practical use in flights of perhaps 1000 miles carrying

a freight load equal to half the fel weight of trans-Atlantic

requirements.

Some startling predictions have been illustrated and

advocated, leaving the olution to the aeronautical engineer.

Some of these predictions may come true, but for the present it

is certainly most sensible to develop, on an engineering basis of

accepted facts, a plane that can be built now and will unquestion-

ably perform as estimated.

t .. . .
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ESTI1ATE DESIGN.

There are in general tree types of airplanes; namely,

the monoplane, with internal structure, which acts as a single

wing with no parasite resistance, the modern trussed biplane or

triplane, and the proposed tandem plane.

The internal wing truss aeroffoil is very attractive as

for a given weight to be carried the resistance is practically

the Drag/Lift ratio of that weight regardless of the peed. This

type, however, has not yet been developed beyond the stage of

omitting the lift and landing wires in some of the scout planes.

Hence, one cannot consider the 'all-wing' plane as a practical

machine at this time.

The modern biplane and triplane we are quite familiar

with and have no esitancy in developing new airplanes along these

lines.

The tandem airplane is a combination of two planes one

behind the other attached to a common fuselage. Its advantage lies

in the apparent increase of lifting capacity without disproportion-

ate increase of weight, but its objections are, the questionable

air conditions behind the leading set of wings, the difficulty

of maneuvering, and the failure of past machines of this type.

Since it is not necessary to make use of questionable

types of airplanes, although possibly of advantage, we/shalL

consider at once the modern biplane.

To sup-port the weight of the .machine the wings derive

an equal lift from the motion of the air, and practically all of

__ ____ _ _ _ __ L __
II_ I__ _ _ _
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4

this lift is transmitted back to the fuselage through the struct-

ural truss composed of the upper wing, the lower wing and the

lift wires.

The lift for each bay can be resolved into loads at the strut

hinges where it is divided into compression in the upper wing beam

and tension in the lift cables. Now the strength of a beam in

compression varies as the square of its length so if we use the

SPAD system and insert half struts from the unction of the lift

and landing wires to the wing beams

we can decrease the stress in the wing beams to nearly 1/4 of the

regular biplane stress. Furthermore, since the full struts have

similar characteristics it would be worthwhile to connect their

centers as is done in the Caproni and N-C planes:

Combining these two we find sufficient support for the insertion

of a center aerofoil without additional external structure. Thus,

we find that a trilane has a distinct advantage over the biplane

_ i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- --
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from considerations of stress and parasite resistance.

Also since we are designing for a trans-Atlantic flight

there are certain limitations which are imediately apparent: two

pilots and a navigator are the minimum crew, two motors on a

plane which can fly with one is the practical minimum power plant.

The biggest convenient motor not requiring the attention of more

than one man is at present the Liberty motor. Furthermore, this

ship should be a seaplane without question.

There are two types of seaplanes: tlyingboats using one

hull as. a combination fuselage and planing surface, with two

wing pontoons to keep its balance, and the hydroalrplane similar

to a land machine except for the hydroplane pontoon in place of

the landing gear.This hydroairplanw may have a singJle pontoon with

wingtip pontoons as the flying boat or two pontoons like a catamar-

an.The double pontoon system certainly has an advantage over the

single float with wingtip pontoons in a heavy sea, for the wing

I I 4 I I,, 

pontoons will alternately lift and hang on the wing structure and

in extreme cases cannot lift the lower plane clear of the sex.A

double pontoon system fits a two-wotored plane very well so for the

present we will consider our design limited to a triplane,double-

pontoon seaplane crying a miimium. of three men and two Liberty

motors.

A severe opposttion was raised against the Handley-Page

1

I.
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machines on the basis of airplane weight increasing as the cube

of the dimension, whereas the lifting capacity increases only as

the square of the dimension.The truth of this assertion is quite

apparent for the lift depends directly on the wing surface which

is proportional to the square of the dimention and obviously in

similar structures the weights will be as the cube of the dimen-

Sion. That the unit stress remains unchanged during a symmetrical

expansion of an airplane cam be seen from the following brief cal-

culations for a wing beam:

.4,t a se: Lading per square foot= 0 lbs.

Chord = 6 ft.

Distance between struts= 6 ft.

Wing beam = 4x2t solid

-3aorz cae: Loading per square foot=tO lbs.

Chord - 12 ft.

Distance between struts= t2 ft.

Iing beam -8t x 4 solid

For bending stress due to air load we have:

wt;ft. total T= 60# = 30# / ft. on front beaml

wt/ft. total2=t2#/ = 60# / ft. on front beam2

Maxicmum bending moment = 2 tl lllllllll,'l 

Mt 30 x 62 = 135 ftlbs. I bd3= 2 x 43
8 12 12

M2 = 0 x 122 8M 2= 4 x 83 16 It
8 12

But = S I therefore S = ffc
2. 7~~~-

_ �1_1_��_�__ F_____
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= = 8M4 21 Therefore S1 = S2

11 !6' 1 1

which shows equal strength for air load with weights as the cube

of the dimension. For-. compression we find:

4 minx zoo '67ZO1 (AJrnAtIL)

8 eX 41, /2 I,, an

Considering compression with bending about the major axis we have

an equal slenderness ratio for the two cases and an equal compres-

sion load per square inch, hence the fibre stress in the two cases

is the same. Therefore, if an airplane is expanded symmetrically,

its weight will increase faster than its lift. As a result of

this it is customary to change structural systems,in some such

manner as described heretofore, from monoplane to biplane, biplane

to triplane and possibly triplane to tander planes, but it is

evident that beyond the point of possible detail design lightening,

an increase of size in the airplane is not advantageous for carry-

ing capacity.

In an 800-horsepower airplane no piece will be so small

from strength considerations as to be too delicate to work in an

American shop, hence we shall use the extraneous minimum limitation

as the basis of design for a trans-Atlantic airplane. This calls

for a triplanerith:-

Double pontoons

3 men

2 Liberty motors (400 HP. each)

2000 mile range.

- - -
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General Estimate for Choice of Plane.

Let W

G

D/L

V

t

S

T

P

Then

= the weight of machine full except fel, in pounds.

= the weight of fuel, in pounds.

= tte wing efficiency ratio for triplane at cruising
(speed.

= the velocity of flight, in miles per hour.

= time, in hours.

= distance, in miles.

= thrust, in pounds.

= coefficient of parasite resistance, in b. per mi,hr.

T = D(W+ ) + KP

HPrequired TV + G) + KY 
375 375 LE' p )

RPm =7i~R 5- *+ G)+ (assuming 75%moor) propeller eff.)
HP-hrs. = HPt = 3 75 + 

3 75'(Et + G) + K PP_ I

Vt = = 2000

therefore
HP-hr. = 7.12 (W+ G) + v2 3

A gasoline consumption of t/2 pound per HP-hr. s used

as a standard estimate figure. Applying this we find

= 3.56( + G) + p2

Or r 2
W + G )

This forces an assumption of:- the live load percentage, the

overall wing efficiency and the ratio of parasite resistance to

weight at some definite speed.

but

-··· -- C-C- -· - _ ii I -- I_ LS--
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For the assumption of a live load percentage let us

consider the following table of actual planes:

Table I.

Machine Power Full weight Live load W G

turtiss T 1500 HP 22000 lIbs. 6354 lbs. 28.9

Curtiss H-12 750 6197 2044 33.2

Curtiss H-t6 800 17000 6000 35.3

Curtiss H-t6a 660 10900 3500 32.1

Curtiss F-5L 660 13000 4750 36.5

Curtiss NC- 990 21560 7750 36.0

Curtiss NC-4 1320 29000 10800 37.3

Martin Bomber 800 9663 3801 39 4

Caproni 990 12340 4640 37.6

Handley Page 800 14300 6406 44.7

U.S. D-g9A 4CO 4987 2200 44.2

D. H. IOA 397 8500 2900 34.1

Curtiss N-6 too 1800 700 38.9

Curtiss 18-2 (tri.) 400 2901 1126 37.1

Loening ionoplane 340 2368 1040 44.0

Breguet 225 2142 kg. 800 kg. 37.3

Caproni 240 2900 " 1000 " 34.5

Caudron 160 1235 " 500 " 40.5

SPAD 150 730 " 280 38.3

Nieuport 80 660 " 250 "tt 7.8

Average load percentage = 37.4

This wMil Justify an assumption of 40% for live load ratio, and it

should be noticed that three of these planes operate at 44 percent.

For the assum-tion of ratio of parasite resistance to

-· - ---1---- --1I

h
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wing-drag at say 100 miles an hour we can use the data in table II

calculating the resistance coefficient for each plane as in the

case of the NC-1 as follows:

The reduction coefficient for biplane and triplane lift can be

based on Hunsaker's triplane experiments from which it is reason-

able, for high speed machines, to use an L/D factor of 1.00 for

monoplanes, 0.75 for biplanes and 0.70 for triplanes. Combin-

ing this with an aerofoil L/D of 14 (considerin at low incidence

the RAF 6 which is used on flying boats) we get an approximate

wing efficiency of 14 for mronoplanes, 10.5 for biplanes and

9.8 for triplanes.

Then the wing drag of the NC-1 is 21560 2050 pounds.

The thrust of 990 HP at 81 mph is ~-2 x375xO.75 = 3430 lbs.

where the factor 9.75 is the propeller efficiency.

This leaves 3430 - 2050 = t380 pounds used for parasite

resistance. Raising this to ts equivalent at 100 mph:

And the ratio.

Machine eih t

Curtiss NC-1 21560

Cuatiss F-5L 13000

Curtiss H-16A 0900

Curtiss HS-2L 6432

Martin Bomber 9663

Caproni 12340

Handley Page 14300

Average ratio

1380x-12 = 2110 pounds

s 2110- 1.03

Table II.

znPiDrag HP V Thrs

2050 990 81 343'0

1237 660 87 2130

1040 660 95 1950

612 330 91 1020

920 800 113 1990

1175 990 103 2700

1360 800 93 2420

o arasite resistance to

it Par.Res. p Ratio

1380 2110 1.03

893 1180 .96

910 1010 .97

408 493 .81

1070 840 .91

t525 1440 1.22

1060 1230 . 91

wing drag at 100=.97

_ I I -- -' --
I :--·-
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These heavy machines were chosen as being nearest the desigt of

this thesis. The parasite resistance of these planes averaging

less than their wing drag and since flrther refinement could

tmdoubtedly be made we can safely consider the parasite resistance

equal to the wnG drag of the new design at 100 miles an hour.

Then D(W + G) _ V2 at 100mph. or iKp D( + G)LL,~ -L 10000 
Therefore G D }

W + G 3.56 + L t5' 00)

Now assuming an L/D of 17 corresponding to the maxilunm

efficiency of an aerofoil and a triplane factor of 0.76 at max-

i.num L/D, we have an overall wing efficiency of 9.76 x 17 = 13

on the basis of designing primarily for maximum efficiency at

maximum velocity.

2Hence G 3.56t t (2 t. 3
= o274C t+ 1toooo 

The consideration of Table I. ustified an assumption of - .4
v2 )d 0.4 = 0.247 1 2 + 0

1000 )

t.46 = + ..
10000

Therefore V2 = 460Q and V = 68 mph.

This speed is too slow for comfort asthe trip across the Atlantic

would require thirty hours. The gasoline weight would be

30 x 2x35 x 6 = 12600 pounds

and this means a machine weight of 31,500 pounds. When this is

compared with the NC-4 w-hich weighs 29,000 pounds full and has

difficulty in getting off the ater with four Liberty motors as
against two for ts plane,tsis estimate will fail on account of

__ __I
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water resistance previous to complete air sustentation. However,

let us investingate the effect of canging the live load ratio from

40% to 50%. This s not an impossible condition and a calculation

similar to the one just previous will give us a speed of 91 miles

per hour. This means twenty two hours flight, that is 9250 pounds

of gasoline with a total machine weight of 18,500 pounds. The

load per horsepower is 23 lbs. which is not impossible udging

by the performance of present land airplanes.

dAltitde of FWiht.

The remaining general question is that of desirable

altitude for trans-Atlantic flight. The advantageous trade winds

for the Eastern trip usually increase with altitude above three

thaousand feet.

The decrease of resistance with increase of altitude

due to the falling. off of the atmospheric density also encourages

altitude work except for the comfort of te crew and the natural

loss of power with altitude.

This loss of power an be overcame by supercharging

the motor to maintain full atmospheric pressure in the engine.

This principle has long been recognised but so far has not been

used because of purely mechanical failure.

The power delivered by an internal combustion engine

varies as the mass of gas burned per unit of time. As the atmo-

sphere becomes less dense with altitude the actual welght of gas

sucked into each cylinder is correspondingly less and the power

falls off practically as the density of the air. Now, if a pump

be attached to the air intake and a volume of air in excess of

the actual displacement of the istons be forced into the mmotor

- - -
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it is obvious that the air pressure in the cylinders can be main-

tained constant regardless of the external pressure by simply

making the displacement of the pump inversely proportional to the

decrease of atmospheric pressure. So far, centrifugal blowers

have not been a success on account of the difficulty of driving

them at the requisite high velocities, and the decrease of weight

of air on which the action of the centrifugal blowers depend. A

standard piston pumpis quite out of the question because of size:

for if we would maintain full pressure at one-half density the pump

must be alf as large as the full motor even if double acting.

For this reason I have developed a true rotary pump from the im-

peller and gear pumpgypes, with enormous displacement and no

external forces other than the torque of compression.

uR7TO

If the heat used in the motor remains constant through change of

altitude, the decrease of atmospheric pressure would cause an

increase in the power delivered by the motor on account of the

decrease of back pressure. This normal increase of power will

offset the power required to drive the supercharging pump. Hence

it may be considered practical to calculate on full power regardlees

of altitude.

The effect of altitude on the resistance is evidently

directly proportional the density, for let us consider the

fundamental formula :h:er e R = A2 . MThis applies o either
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the lift or the resistance. But the lift rtust remain constant,

so, if we consider the machine to maintain a constant attitude, the

the decrease in density o must be balanced by an increase of

velocity squared(V2). And this same equation applies to resistance

so with unchanged attitude the resistance will also be constant

as the velocity varies inversly as the square root of the density

of the air. Now the power required for that resistance at sea

level was KRoVo and the new power will be KRoVh where V= Vo .

Hence the power required to drive the lane at the velocity Vh at

an altitude corresponding tojf is KR T , whereas the power

required to drive the plane at sea level witih the velocity V x

is KR 1Vx and R1:Ro=Vx:e assuming constant coeffi-

cient of resistance.

Hence 2 3
HP=K V xT = Y KR o

and equals HP = KRoV0 since the power is constant.

Or T&= V. but O V

Therefore V3 = V3

ho x

And fo :V x =fo1f
Thus, with full power at all altitudes, the possible

increase of speed varies inversely as the cube root of the

decrease of density.

A standard graph of denrrsity variation with altitude is

presented herewith and on that is plotted the percentage gain

of velocity with altitude made possible by having full power

available. This speed calculation is inaccurate insofar as the

-
-
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coefficient for wing drag is not a conatant, but applying it to

small canges of velocity the error is negligible. Figure 1.

The limitations of altitude is again fixed by extraneous

considerations. It is obviously udesirable to place the crew in

an air-tight cabin and otherwise the altitude is limited by their

comfort. Hawker was pilotins the Sopwith plane at 15,000 feet in

htis trans-Atlantic attempt, but this strain is too great to be

considered practical for air transportation. We can arbitrarily

assume an altitude of 10,000 feet as being a reasonable choice

between possible shorter time of flilht and reater personal

conf ort .

Concl-us i on 

Thus the estimated specifications for a trans-Atlantic

seaplane are:

Total weight = 18,500 lbs.

Gasoline (22 ours) = 9250 lbs.

,~otors, 2 Liberty 400 = 800 iP.

.taximum speed (sea level) = 9t mph.

Range (sea level) = 2000 miles.

Crew = 3 men.

Wing structure = Triplane

Pontoons = double

Desirable altitude 1= 0,000 ft.

An airplane of this type is quite practical and will

meet the requirements of trans-Atlantic flight if the detail design

keeps witllin the limits of the foreoing estimate. As a matter of

fact the ~asoline load is haavily overestimated as it is based on

,,...�,,.�,�,�,� -�-.- .-c�blm�-�--·1-ap·p··Bp��-nl~�*Y·�~o"l~�---------·Y-"l·-raP*114I1-rrarapra*··arrrman�ui··mnna� mTu·l .runv*xi-v·�nmwur.t�.u*a�r
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the assumption that the motors will operat continually a,' fullpowe:

carrying a full weight plane the whole time at maximum speed. All

of these assumptions are on the safe side and are left as; safety

factors. However, the final perfors.mance curves may show these

allowances to be excessive and thus permit the reduction of live

load and machine weight giving a faster airplane with better climb-

ing ability and maneuvering qualities.

I _ _ _
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GEERAL DESIGN.

Win__.

The most important factor of an aerofoil s the

Lift to Drag ratio. From the viewpoint of air power requirement

it is obvious that with an overall machine efficiency of say 9 to

it is advisable to save one pound of resistance even f t cost

8 pounds in weight. 1f we had the choice of two equally efficient

aerofoils with maxim m L/D at different lift coefficients it

would save weight to use the wing whose maxm L/D is at the

higher lift as this would mean less wing area required. However,

none of the high lift aerofoils come near the efficiency of the

RAF t5 which is a widely used. high speed aerofoil. Even this

section in comparison with the RAF 4 or the Sloane wing has ts

maximum L/D at a relatively high lft coefficient. Hence, judging

from the information available, the RAF 15 is most advantageous

for this design. The characteristic coefficients are shown in

figure 2.

For the determination of wing area we have:

L = KAV 2x Kt

where L = total lift - = 8,500 lbs.

y= lift coefficient = .00085 at 25, L/D=t9.

f = density %standard= .74 at tO,000 ft.

A = wing area

V = air speed = t00 mph, at 10,000 ft.

Kt= triplane Lfactor = .76

or
18,500 = .C0085x. 74xAx1CO0Ox. 76

anA = t 8,500 = 3,880 square feet.
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With a wing loading of only 5 lbs. per square foot 20% of the

lifting capacity would be used ust to support the wings according

to the rough estimate of I lb./sq.ft. for wing weight. Using an

L/D of 18 which is still above the 17 assumed in the estimate

design, we find a = .0012 at 43 then

18,500 = .0012 x .74 x A x 10000 x .76

A = 8500 = 2750 sq.ft.

which is more reasonable. The difference of wingweight ought near-

ly be 1130 lbs. and the increase of resistance 8500 18.500
t8x.76 19x.76

which amounts to 68,5 lbs. which corresponds to. nearly 615 poqnds

in terms of weight, so this saving of 515 lbs. is ustified. Going

a step further and using an L/D of 7 the result is 2470 sq.ft. or

a saving of 280 pound.s.in the wings and an increase of resistance

weight of 711 pounds making a net loss of 431 lbs. On this basis

an L/D of 17.5 should yeild the most economical wing area

Hence
t8,500 =.00128 x .74 x A x 10000 x .76 at4°75

A' = 1850 = 2,570 square feet.
7.2

Roughly this calls for three wings each say 9ft:. x 95ft.

In setting these wings up, bearing in mind the triplane

wiring system, it is desirable to have one wiring bay between

motors, one outside,and then for added area the two uapper wings

can be conveniently extended further.

The choice of wiring angle must be chosen between the advantages

I _ ___ I _ I� I
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of the desirable 450 for structural reasons,and the extended

spacing of struts to reduce their number. This forces a consider-

ation of ap-chord ratio. Unfortunately the tets at the British

National Physical Laboratory do not agree with the tests made by

Eiffel n Paris. A rough comparison of their results is given

herewith:
)4

( 0

8

4

2

N_ ~FLRA6F'p

=lrFEL flkt PLAE

U 4 b - 1 . 2 (. 4 .6 1Ia Z.o G<AF/CJ*OJfD 0

There s not much choice to make between them because iffel ran

his test at a higher velocity although with poorer wing sections.

Hunsaker' s triplane tests show an actual increase at high angles

of incidence over a monoplane wing, hence an improvement in a

combined action between wings may offset the mutual interference.

On the basis of the design of one American battleplane with a

gap-chord ratio of .65,in collaboration with Orville right, which

flew well, handled easily and performed finely, the design of this

trans-Atlantic plane will be carried forward on the assumption of

a gap-chordl ratio = 2/3.

Bearing in mind that a large aspect ratio for the wings

is advantageous aerodynamically but heavier for structural reasons

the coaplete wing structure can,;i planned in general.

The consideration as to the setting of the wings can be

discussed mder incidence, stagger and dihedral.

The question of incidence is difficult concerning ossi-

ble decaiae between wing3. Te center surace exertIng Si~nliy if

A __
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the lift of the upper wing leads one to consider the effect of

increasing the incidence of te center wing only. This might be

done to bring its lift up to that of the upper surface or to the

value corresponding to the maximum L/D for a single wing. The

latter change would be made if it were assumed that the Interfer-

ence of the wings was in the nature of change of relative wind

direction, which is partially true, but for the machine under con-

sideration the total effective lift coefficient s more that twice

the maximum efficiency lift, hence the center plane is already at

too high an angle of incidence for the application of this theory.

The raising of the lift to that of the upper plane is used to

equalize te panel loading and would be disadvantageous for the

total wing efficiency, so for the sake of simplicity we shall set

the wings all at the same angle. This angle should be 4,75 accord-

ing to our previous calculations, but it may be found desirable

to operate the airplane below its maximum speed and then a higher

incidence found advisable.

If the wing structure has a stagger the wing beam stress

will increase as the secant of the angle of stagger, because the

weight of the mahine acts vertically and if this be supported by

an inclined truss the weight will be only the vertical component

of the force in the truss. Furthermore the advantage of the stag-

ger was found by the N.P.L. in case of gap-chord ratio of unity

or more, the stagger aiding the lower wing to act more independ-

ently of the upper. Inthe case of the narrow gap here used where

the wings must act as a combination rather than individually, our

information is so scarce that one is left purely to guess. For

instance, tle iffeli tests were ade wi"t aerofoils af niTorm
I
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@X.ckness lirou;:hout and h'ence were parallel bottom to top, whereas

the PRAF 6 tLested by the N. P. L. has considerable thiclmessand must

cause some ventu~riT effect between planes. In fittin the top of

the PFF15 to the bottom they are found to coincide pretty well at

a stagger of .07 of tihe chord when the wings are at 7zero incidence.

With an incidence of nearly five degrees we get the same relation

between surfaces at practically no stagger as it ls measured alon

the wind. Hence, for simplicity we shall se no stagger.

As for dihedral, the ar produced some very peculiar

differences in fundamental design of the various Nations. The

British used an excessive dihedral angle on most of their planes,

wheras the French used none,and the ermans little if any. The

American flying boats have practically no dihedral as the weight

is carried pretty low which has some inherent stability. The main

value of a dihedralis in coming, out of a side slip and te Aerican

planes 'save eneraly used about a 2 angle. The action of such

a dihedral is quite noticeable thotgh not bothersotme .'ile imaneu-

vering; in tild fashion. Since a pontoon seaplane does not carry

the main load below the wings as with the flyin; boat, its center

of ravity is not very low in comparison with t;he land planes. So

to offset the side resistance of the pontoons below the center of

gravity of the plane it will be very desirable to use some dihedral

in the wings. A small dihedral on the lower plane only would not

,roduce much effect against the straight ulpper wings, hence, by

inclining all three planes we can save complic;ations in strut length
and erection. With a small dihedral of say 2o te wings will have

that sweep which si so attractive on boats, but it will be of

advantage to se a larer dih.hLedral on account of inE s; tp water
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,clearance. The s ; f 11ift of a four degree dihedral is quite

not.iceable wvile slidin:F in a Curtiss J-4A as agains"t te one

dereet angle of the J-4D, Dbt, tEl tree degree di;edral of t he

rtiAss R nachilne has bseen quite satisfactory and will be used lere.

T'e ailerons n auch a arre craft as this raust have

peCnty of surface and zanst be balanced in order to, permit hand

operatioEn. The aerons are used to offset the effect of usts

tending to tip the lane, and to tip the plane up into a bank for

a turn. For the first use 1th.ey act against aerodynamic forces

which are proportional to the surface of themacine and hence the

ailerons on a large plane should be the sane fraction of the total

wine aera as that of successft)l mallplanes. For the second use

they siLft tle enter of lift to produce tilting. If the ailerons

are of constant proportion to the win area the center of lift

will also aove proportionally and the moment produced wil be

increased by the weig,;ht ratio and te ratio of linear dimensions.

This acts against the ncreased moment of inertia which varies as

the wei:ht ratio and the square of the linear d.imension ratio.

Thus the aileron area roportional to the winS area will be quite

sat.isfactory for aerodynamric equalization but will act a little

slower in banking. The banking, lowever, is cared for by the

generous dihedral ngle so e shall an aileron area of 10% based on

the following data:
!Taciine wlng area ail eron

Curtiss H-12 120 sq, ft . 10.3
Curtiss iHS-1 576 9.4
Curtiss J1N-4A 325 t. 8
turtiss -9 4To6 11 .0
urtlt. ss R-4 504 10.7
C"urtiss T 2813 6.9
SPAD -225 9.
£a Bristol 4- 1 6 7.
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FuselagK e.

The placing of the motors is a real question. First:

pusher or tractor? The advantages of the pusher are: no sp.-

stream resistance, convenient radiator mounting and short stream

line cowl for the motors. Its disadvantage is in the loss of

twenty feet of trailing edge of the center plane. The tractor,

commonly used on account of all Tar oreakage fa llin.g away from the

propeller, is inefficient on account of the motor' being righ in

the slip-stream and hence requiring fine cowling, the difficulty

of properly locating a large nough radiator, and the tearing of

the wing covering by te pulsation of the air pressure directly be-

Iaind the ,propeller. Its advantage lies in slight increase of
propeller efficiency y keeping the air stream out from the hub.

Thus a trans-Atlantic plane might be built with either two tractor

motors set in separate Pfselages as in one of the aproni types,

or with two pusher motors outside a single fuselage as in the

german otha.

The double fuselage machine is stronger for the same

weight and the center bay of wings, which is the ost efficient,

is left free. The nacelle type keeps the crew together, permits

of better weight disposal, ives the observers an ideal range of

vision and is away from the noise of the otors. Hence the

question reduces to one of personal preference. Sketching the two

types, (see next page) we find that the taill unit for the bi-fuse-

lage plane works out finely, but the desirability of having the

pilot forward and in the center can hardly be over-ridden. So, one

Ls tempted to combine the the wo types adding a simple nacelle to the

bi-.Eselage airplane. This is cerainly hihl y favored by pilots

__ I _____
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and s according to current practice. Te center naceUll3 invites

the ins alIaton af a third motor to be available for oetting off

the water and as a spare engine. This additional weight of tC1001ba

will, only be bothersome in - .tart " o;:l:"-m ': m vi-i:,l,< at Pil. load,

and a 5Qojr' increase of power at that critical tme w-ilL yield a

large net advantage.
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Pontoons.

The main pontoona can be set o that the plane will ride

level on them with the tail free of the water, or they may be set

ahead of the center of ravity and necessitate tail support. For

heavy seas naturally accompanied y high winds, it is obviously

unwise to try to balance a tall plane by the movement of the center

of buoyancy forward and aft along the pontoons.as the plane pitches

when we have the opportunity to provide a tail pontoon forming

a system of three po'nt sutpport with tile center of ravity well in

tihe center of the sstem.

To support this tail pontoon between the two fuselages

which are t8 feet apart, it is evident that a biplane tail struct-

ure is called for and this aain is in accord with present practice.

Tail Unit.

The location of the tail unit is determined mainly by

comparison with successful planes. A long tail gives better stab-

ility both for correction of attitude and damping of oscillations,

but it is heavier, and requires more housing pace. Since a bi-

plane tail strcture encourages excess tail area, the accepted

distance of: twice the ein ciotrd aft of the trailing edge of tha

main wing cran be used without question.

The type of aerofoil used for the tail , and its setting

is governed y its effect on maneuvering. First,the incidence,

considering the down draft from the wings , ust be less tan that

of the main wings in order that for a given change of incidence

the cange of lift on the tail will overbalance the change of

center of ressure on the lifti:Ln surface. Second, for divir the

T -- �-
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the tail surface should have a natural negative lift in order to

automatically bring the plane out of a dive right side up. This

is allied with the previous requisites for stability 'out the war

planes used for this latter reason a no-lift aerofoil. But this

means that the taill weight must be carried by the main surfaces

whereas it has plenty of lifting capacity to at least sustain

itself were it allowed sufficient incidence. Furthermore, since

the resistance of an aerofoil at low incidence is nearly constant

this lift might be procured at no expense and actually relieve the

load of te main surfaces thus reducing their drag. Both Eiffel

and the N.P.L. agree tlat the downvash behind the wings is more

than half their incidence, hence, if the tail surface be set at

30 it may be assumed to lie n the air stream. This would give

an effective decalage of 475 in normsa flight and at least 1°75

in a straigiht dive, so this may be consideredc. satisfactory ending

further calculations. By using a lifting section, the tail lift
even at zero incidence will undoubtedly be ufficient to carry its

own weight.

Tail areas always require actual experimentation for

correct proportioning. An approximatio can be made for the control

surfaces in the same manner as ailerons. A calculation can be

made to determine the aea required for the horizontal stabilizer

to overbalance the change of center of lift. The vertical sur-

face can be Judged by visualizing the whole plane as a weathervane

pivoted at the center of gravity.

For rudder and elevator proportions we have a choice of

35 for the rudder area, and 5.5% for elevator area based on the

following t able: -

1, 1 ll III I I I I !I
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Machine ng ardder levator%

Curtiss H- 12 t120 2.89 4.94
Ourtiss HS- 1 576 3.41 7.92
2urties Th-4A 325 3.7 6,73

Curtiss N-9c 496 2.42 4.44
Curtis R-4 504 3.27 4.27
Curtiss T 281 3 2.43 4.72
SPAD 225 3.2 5.7
Bristol 416 1.73 5.

Wit a tree-bay tal structure four rudders can be,

mounted conveniently. These rudders can all be balanced as the

use of 'I' frames will adequately care for the support of tle rear

beams. For the elevator the neatest design is that for a single

plane with cangeable incidence. Practically this s impossible

but an enlargemen t of the Aloatross elevator will give very nearly

the same effect, and by setting this on the top plane of the tail

unit it will be quite safe from damage by the sea.

On the lower surface t will be desirable to add another

control surface similar to an elevator but moved by a mechanism

which can be locked. In other words provide a-secondary locking

elevator to act as the present adjustable horizontal stabilizer

of British planes. It is used to take up any unbalance that may

arise from change of load or of flying attitude. This will enable

the main elevator to be manipulated always from a neutral starting

point and thus relieve the strain of operation.

Motor Incidence.

The question of tail ncidence immrediately brings up the

examination of the effect of the propeller blast upon that tail.

Vith the engines normally horizontal the tail surfaces are at

greater incidence to tlhe propeller slip stremc than to the down-

wash from the wings. Then if the rzotors are shut down the lift
-=. ,_ ,- -I II __--- ---- -- --- ·--- -- -- ---------- ·---------------- -- ---
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of the tail ill decrease producing a tendency to tall which is

not desired, especially at tat critical time. But to set the

tall negative to produce a dive would aimply load up the main

surfaces during normal flight. The other way to counteract this

stall is to set the motors below the center of resistance or to

incline them at an angle reater than the doun-wash. An angle

such as 4 having a cosine of .9976 and a sine of .0698 will reduce

the horizontal thrust only t/4 of one percent. The lift component

of 7 % of the thrust may actually save more wing drag than there

is decrease of horizontal thrust. For instance, at 100mph the

thrzst of 800 7HP is 2250 pounds and the thrust lift =.C7x2250

or t57 pounds. At the L/D of 13.3 this means a decrease of drag

of t1.8 pounds, whereas the decrease of thrust is .0024x2250

or 5.4 pounds, leaving a net gain of 6.4 lba.!

Such a calculation cannot be contradicted in spite of

present machines never having such a motor setting. Of course, the

gain of six pounds s not worth anything if it were not the bonus

of procuring valuable maneuvering qualities.

Concltusion.

Summing up the General Design we have the following

layout for a trans-Atlantic airplane.
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DMFGWTEAT E.

The performance of the airplane will depend primarily

on the total weight and the parasite resistance.

In the absence of complete detail design and calcula-

tions which are out of place in1 such a thesis as this., we can

estimate from experience the weights of the main units:-

Wings, 2570 sq. ft.

Faselages, at 900

Main pontoons, at 500

Tall unit, self supporting)

Nacelle

Motors, 3 at 825 + extras

Gasoline

Crew

Total weight

Total wing lift

= 2400. lbs.

= 1t80.

= 1000.

= ( 800.)

= 600.

- 3000.

= 9250.

= 500.

= 19350. lbs.

= T8550. lbs.

This can undoubtedly be cut down but we shall assume the first

estimate of t8,500 pounds as a satisfactory basis for calculation.

The parasite resistance also depends on detail work

which is omitted here,but the triplane wirinE gives such a cleaner

machine than the biplane of the same size that the average ratio,

of one to one for parasite resistance to wing drag at t00mph,is

certainly higher than necessary.

Hence, proceeding on the original estimates we calculate

the sea level performance curves as folowsc :

I j --
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7eight = 8,5oo f,

ving Area = 2570 sg. ft, RAF 15

1423 0000

W = IAV 2

D = X x

R = K V2
P

V2

Total resistance = D + R

V Drag Par. R. Total R.

.000307 t0.2 2490CG 158. 1315

2° .000565 T3.2 13550 116. 1395

4° .000855 13.9 8750 94.5 1330

3540

1930

1275

.001ott6 12.6

,00147 11.2

6600 81.3 1460

72.2 1645

100 .00181 10.4 4230 65. 1780

940

740

603

2400

2395

2383

.00215 10.4

.00255 12.3

3560

3000

160 .00306 15.9 ' 2500

59.6 1780

54.38 505

50. 1163

These results are plotted in Fiure 3.

sne density at 10,000 feet is 74 % of standard,hence the

velocity at that altitude, considerin g constant incidence, is

V =vAO/f= V 0

The power required is also ncreased by the same ratio. This curve

and the required amotor power including a propeller efficiency

of 30 , are shown in igure 4. Along with this is the aaoline

consumption curve er HorsePower from which the curve of ,asoline

i0 it__iJ_ HP. req.

60

3*

5355

3325

2605

2255

1 030

655

12

140

520

461

413

507

427

356

2287

1932

1519

364

283

203
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consumed has been derived. The gasoline used is overestimated

because the plane is considered fully loaded all the time and the

speed uniform for the whole flight of 2000 miles.

This curve of gasolined consumed shows it advisable to

fly at 30mph. which is rather slow. Also it shows only 7300 lbs.

of fuel required whereas 9250 pounds were allowed for in the

estimate design. This means that with a plane such as has been

indicated herein the gasoline load need only be 40 % of the total
weight of the airplane and thus coincides with the results of

Table I. Furthermore, even this 7300 pounds of gasoline assumes

fUllload conditions which obviously allows a large margin of safety

in the actual flight.
From the performance curves it will be noticed that at

the desirable speed of 80 mph. the plane is operating under very

poor condition such as at nearly the worst wing efficiency and

also at too much incidence for ease of ontrol. Hence, it would

be advisable to decrease the power loading. In other words by

maintaining our improved live load factor of 50 % , which is

within reason, and assuming a fuel load of 7,500 pounds we have

a machine of total weight 15,000 pounds. This reduces the power

loading from 23.l to 18.75 pounds per horse-power eliminating the

necessity of a third motor. The wing area might also be cut down

and for a wing loading of 7.5 pounds per square foot the aera will

be 2000 sq. ft. This wing loading may seem 'heavy but when the

machine is light te loading goes below 4 i/ftJ, which is extra-

ordinary.

Such a reduction in wing area would ardly diminis"h the

parasite resistance. In fact the reduction can beslt be made 'by

__i I , -- r I I -- , -I L- I
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mutting down -te chord to give a better aspect ratio and a

gap/chord ratio of 3/4 whih is nIot so extreme.

Maus the airplane has been corrected to:-

Total weight

Area

Power

= 15, 

2, 000

= 7,50

= .14000TT

RecaLculating : -

ity L/D

.000307 10.2 24500

.000565 13.2 13250

.000 O355 13,9 78C

.00116 12.6 6470

.00147 11.25 5100

.00181 10.4 4.140

.00215 10.4 3490

.00255 12.3 2940

.00306 15.9 2450

11

1.1

8
7

ro-

5

4

Applying tese re

V D R Tot.R

i6.5 1470 3430 4900

'5. 1132 1855 2987

33.7 1080 1230 2310

30.2 185 905 2090

t1.5 1333 714 2047

54.4 1440 578 2013

i9.1 1440 487 1927

i4.3 1220 409 1629

9.3 945 341 1286

tsuts to the gasoline

V. HP 1,IotHiP.

182 233Q 2970

134 1068 1335

109 672 840

93.3 520 650

83.2 455 568

75 403 505

68.3 354 442

63.2 274 342

57.5 197 246

consumption

curve per horse-power and converting the speed into the time

required for a 2000 mile flight we procure the gasoline' consumed

curve according to the calculations on the following page. Ts

ts also carried out for a total weig;ht of 12,000 and 9,0002 potds

to et the cracteristics of fuel consumption when the plane

has used arge quan tities of fuel load. e curves are plotted in

i'ur:e 5.

sq. ft.

lbs
1 ,C3 (zr

24

40

.60

8 °0

100

120

14Q

160
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Time HP

30

29

28

27

25

24

23

22

21

20

t9

1500
410

450

500

525

545

565

595

630

675

720

785

aG,/ar. 
'~;)" 15(

190

205

213

225

235

245

255:

267

3t5

350

4t15

5700

5950

5940

6070

6120

6130

6130

6140

6270

6620

70oo

7390

138 365

12000

365

375

39C

405

417

435

455

490

525

580 

635

710

800

(lbs)

175

180

185

190

I 95

200

207

220

235

260

290

340

440

1200

5250

5220

5130

5130

5000

4970

5060

5160

5470

5800

6450

7920

HP C AS Uthr

2Qc0 (Jbs)

275 150

290 155

305 16Q

320 165

340 170

360 175

385 183

420 195

465 210

515 230

575 255

655 300

750 375

These gasoline consmried

speed to be 90 mph. regardless of

curves show the most desirable

the decrease of fuel load. This

means that f the propeller be designed for maximun effTcieny at

90 pmh. and at 310 HP. for each motor we sall operate at racti-

cally the most effficient point of the plane as a whole, and his

point being as high as ninety miles an hour will give a very

satisfactory airplane in all respects.

To dterrine the performance curves on the basis of

mileage, we need the individual curves for say every thousand

pounds decrease of load fronm t5,000 total weight , to 9,000 empty

weight. The urves are resented herewitbh in Figure 6 out the

calculations are omitted as being uninteresting. The L/D at a

41

4500

4500

4470

445O

4420

4370

4380

4480

4620

4830

5100

5700

6750
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ii ... ... ... tI -I _ --. _ * .' _ - .. .. .... - _ <_ -. _ -3 __ * _1 'I -._t -_ - -I ->s --. , --s * -__a partlcular nclmence is cons rant or a , ioaas so ze wing arag

will decrease directly as the weisht considering equal attitudes.

The arasite resistance is proportional to 2 and, for a particu-

lar incidence this V2 must decrease as the weight the resistance

also will decrease directly as the weight. Therefore the total

resistance will fall off proportionally with th.e decrease of total

welght at any definite incidence.

In order to maintain constant velocity during the flight

the motor nmust be throttled down as the resistance diminishes froa

decrease of weight and this will produce a saving of fuel. To

determine the fuel consumrption it is necessary to calculate the

motor revolutions er minute at the various weights. The thrust

of the propeller must balance the resistance of the plane. This

resistance for any speed has already been found as per Fgure 6.

From the propeller efficiency curve at 90 mph. shown in Figure 7

one can compute the thrust delivered by the motor at different

rates of revolution and this is plotted also in Figure 7. Compar-

this with the resistance curve of 90 mph. (Figure 6) we find a fuel

consumption according to the following table:

Weight RPM HP Gas/hr hours h i Dist. ileage.

15,000 1475 610 274 3.65 328 328

t4, O 1450 564 250 4.00 360 688

13,000 1425 550 236 4.24 381 1069

12,000 1405 520 228 4.39 395 1464

11,000 1382 49S6 22 4.53 408 1372

10,000 1365 476 214 4.67 420 2292

9,000 1348 460 2,3 .31 433 
1 2 ~~7`21
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This data s plotted in Figure 8. The fuel curve can be shi fted

up and down according to the weight of gasoline at the start

provided the otal macuine weight remains constant. Thus f the

primary assumption of 7,500 pounds of gasoline were carried out

the plane will have a range of 300Cmiles . This would cover a

straight flight from the United States to England if such a trip

might be desired. But if the regular trip of 2000 miles were to

be made in a hurry the motor might progressively be opened up, the

speed of flight increased as the necessity for safety margins was

diminished and. te gasoline consumption curve would fall off more

rapidly as is shown in the estimate c1-rve in Figure 8. These two

curves will normally indicate the extremes of operation for long-

distance flying such as the trans-Atlantic flight.
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hte cdlsi n d eveloped in this Thesis produces an air-

plane w-Ac:h eet, t'4"-e requirTmenrts of trns-Atiantic fhlit quite

satisfactorily. t has an excess mile erve of at least

one tird. of the pirescribed distance. of two thousand. riles. The

motors operate at three ftns of fall power which is at the

oint of minimum el consumption and excellent reliability. Tne

speed of flight is Sufficiently high for overriding any such head

winds as ordinar ly occur nd yet the maximum speed is enougsh

greo.ter ^tan the cruising velocity to give plenty of climbing

capacity and maneuvering ability. The wing loading and power

loading is well within precent day practice, and in no way can

this seaplane be considered a freak.

The Vickers-Vimy Bomber which recently won the trans-

tlantic ptize is rather similar to -the plane ouIt4ined in this

Thesis although a smal:ler, biplane, land machine.

The outstanding features of my design are the pontoon

arrangement, the trilane structure, the use of the RAF 15 aero-

foil, the inclination of te motora and the equipment for

al titude operation.
The design hans been developed in a general theoretical

manner avoiding involved mat-ematical treatment as inapplicable

with the pressen-t empir.cal. data, and ormitting detail desi-gn as

not being of sufficient nterest. But the compltte succe6s of the

aerodnauical ca -l.cua*:ionrs akes the .future rospects of air

%ransportation een ,nmch ore romzisin,.
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